
| Corps Custom Military Drums |

Snaredrums
Productinformation



Tensionrings  

Special shaped through using the latest Cad Cam and CC technology. 
Precisely machined for optimal quality and a military appearance 
these rims are the absolute top available on the market. Made about of 
special aluminium alloy to reduce weight without loosing strength and 
functionality. Integrated mounting for exclusive legrest en multihole 
carrying rails.  Just the best in percussion industry.   

To create this drums our designer listened very carefully to the professional leaders in the military musical environment. 
Together in a professional cooperation we did successfully design  the exclusive military drums of course using CC manu-
facturing methods.  

The result is a prime quality snare drum,  available in exclusive 15”size which fully contributes the demand of professionals 
focussing on traditional look, appearance and durability

Corps Custom Military Drums | Designed for military style, sound and tradition!!

Corps Custom Military Drums 

Corps Custom Military Drums | Designed for military style, sound and tradition

Tension Rods

Using chrome plated tensionrod the drums can be 
tuned very easily 
Together with the traditional shaped tension rings the 
prefect tension system is completed  
A classic look combined with top quality components. 

 

Drumheads

Lugs

The special shaped and 
designed are made out of 
exclusive brass basic material 
Precizely CC manufactured these lugs stands 
for a live time using.  The lugs are high glossy 
polished and on custom demand gold plated. 

We only use the best component and there fore these series we choose for Remo White Max in an 
exclusive 15” version.     
 
Top | Remo White Max 15”   Bottom |  Remo Ambassador SA 15” 
 
“The best drums need only the best available drumheads”

Snares

Bottom | 5 pieces of very accurate  stainless steel cable snares combined with  
5 piece gut tone synthetic wire to create a traditional thrilling military marines  
snaresound.  Optimal projection resulting in a thrilling traditional marine snaredrum 
sound!!  

Bottom Strainer 

 
UCS STRAINER | The biggest innovation insnardrum technogy!!  Made 
out of special designed extrusion profiles precisely CC machine tuned. 
This ultimate strainer gives the snare drummer the comfort of shifting 
the strainer during his playing activities. Besides a technical high 
standard it gives an ultimate in musical performance!!! 
Tension and height of the snares are fully adjustable. 
The one and only on the entire market. 

Protection Brackets

To protect the different snarestrainers and 
tensionhoops when putting the drum on the 
floor, a set of 2 solid chrome plated brackets 
are mounted on the drum.   



Color Options

Shells

Brass |  Precisely CC bended and welded brass shell made our of a special 1.0 mm exclusive brass sheet material. 
Light in weight with an excellent performance in sound and durability.
It comes in a high glossy polished feature to create the traditional look for the marines most exclusive marine drum 
available on the entire market   
  

 Exclusively used by the Royal Dutch Marine Corps  

Features and Models

Art. nr. Size Shell Tensionrings Lugs Strainer Snares Ten-
sion 
Rods 

Drumheads Weight

CMD1547UCS08 15” x 4,75” Brass Shell CC Machined 
High Grade 
Aluminum

8 UCS Cable 
Wires 

8 Remo Falam 
White Max 
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“Various Shell and Hardware colour finishes available, please ask for colour charts and 
possibilities!”


